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SWITCHING TO ELECTRIC
PROVIDES GREATER VERSATILITY
F OR MANU F AC T U R I NG B U S I NE S S H AZL I N OF L U D L OW L T D.
A desire to deliver premium products is what

an electric machine was the way to go.

drives family-owned business, Hazlin of Ludlow
Limited, to manufacture the finest quality doors

Hazlin of Ludlow Ltd is no stranger to evolving its

and frames. The company specialises in

business to stay up-to-date. The business has

producing bespoke architecturally veneered

operated JCB diesel and LPG machines across

doors, panels and frames for commercial and

two manufacturing facilities for over 14 years.

domestic properties.

When a 2.7-tonne gas Teletruk was due for
renewal, Managing Director, Christopher Jones

Earlier this year, the business applied the same
attitude to choosing a new Teletruk - deciding

decided the business should replace the
machine with an electric model.

Managing Director of Hazlin of Ludlow Ltd,

The electric Teletruk was delivered to Hazlin of

Christopher Jones said,

Ludlow’s facility earlier this year and was put to
use straight away. The new 30-19E has all the

“Our aim is to move all our handling

same great features that customers have come

equipment to electric over the next

to expect from JCBs range of Teletruk. Hazlin

couple of years. JCB has a fantastic
reputation for quality and robust
machines. As soon as we saw the
significant benefits the electric
machine could bring to our
manufacturing operations, we knew
we had to secure a JCB electric
Teletruk.”
The TLT 30-19E is 100% electric with zero
emissions, zero compromises on performance
and a lot less noise, making it the perfect
machine for a manufacturing business.

operates the TLT 30-19E in their yard and within
the warehouse. The unique telescopic boom,
small turning circle and single side loading
ability allow it to do more materials handling
work, inside and out. And the unrivalled forward
visibility, forward reach and large lift capacity,
unique to the JCB range dramatically improve
safety for the operator.

“The Teletruk fits a niche - handling
our products in our tight yard,
loading & unloading vehicles and
because it is electric it is safer when
we need to use it inside the factory.”

